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WEIGHTED LEBESGUE AND LORENTZ NORM INEQUALITIES

FOR THE HARDY OPERATOR

BY

ERIC SAWYER1

Abstract. Characterizations are obtained for those pairs of weight functions w, v

for which the Hardy operator Tf(x) = /¿v f(s) ds is bounded from the Lorentz space

L"((0,oo), vdx) to Lpi((0,oo),wdx), 0 <p, q, r,s < oo. The modified Hardy

operators Tnf(x) = x'''Tf(x) for tj real are also treated.

1. Introduction. We characterize weighted Lebesgue and Lorentz norm inequalities

for the Hardy operator Tf(x) = f0x f(t)dt and the modified Hardy operators Tvf(x)

— x~nTf(x), 17 real, x > 0 and / nonnegative. For Lebesgue norms much is already

known. For example if 1 < p < q < oo we have the result of J. S. Bradley, K.

Andersen, B. Muckenhoupt, M. Artola, G. Talenti and G. Tomaselli (see [1, 3, 5, 6, 7

and 8]) which states that

(1.1) íf°CTf(x)ílw(x)dx\   " <c(f°Cf(x)pv(x)dx\        for all/>0

if and only if the nonnegative weight functions w, v satisfy

/  ,oo    \ Vq i  ,x \ '//>'

(1.2) sup   J   w\     (J o'-" J       =A< oc.

Moreover, A < C < px/q(p'y/pA if C is the least constant for which (1.1) holds. As

usual we take 0 ■ oo = 0, 0° = 0 and interpret (/„*vK~p')Wp' as Hx«,,*»«-1 II/.*(„) m

the casep' = oo. The theorems below contain characterizations of (1.1) for allp and

q satisfying 0 < p, q < oo.

Our first theorem on weighted Lorentz norm inequalities (see below for defini-

tions) for the Hardy operator £ makes use of a condition (see (1.4)) suggested by a

recent work of H.-M. Chung, R. Hunt and D. Kurtz [2].

Theorem 1. Suppose 0 <p, q < oo (where q = oo if p — oo), 1 < r < oo and

1 < 5 *£ oo. If the weights w, v > 0 satisfy

(1.3) \\Tf\\L,,tw)^C\\f\\L,siD)   forallf>0,
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~\\l'->\v)=A < °°

then the pair w, v satisfies

(1.4)        supiTw)
.v>0W-v        '

/oo W > 0.
X

Conversely, (1.4) implies (1.3) if and only if q > max(r, s}.

This theorem leaves open the cases where min{r, s} < 1 or q < max{r, s}. The

next two theorems give partial results in each case. The first shows that if the basic

index r is less than one, then (1.3) holds if and only if the weight pair w, v is trivial.

The second theorem characterizes (1.3) for a < max{r, s} in the special case when

r = s.

Theorem 2. If 0 < r < 1 and 0 < p, q, s *£ oo, then (1.3) holds if and only if the

weight pair w, v is trivial in the sense that v = oo a.e. on any interval (0, x) such that

ST ™ > o.

Theorem 3. Suppose 0 < p, q < oo (where q = oo if p = oo) aAid 1 =£ r < oo. Then

(1-5) F/H^^CII/II^)   forallf>0

if and only if

'//> A   ,x \>A'

(1.6) sup(/;w) '(/;*-) r=¿

/ai f/ie case q > r and if and only if

< oo

(1.7) sup
'/<?/   ,** \'A'

*   ii ; V'jct_i

Pi'/"

B < oo,

»v/iere 1/p = I/o — 1/r /'« ?^e case 0 < a < r. The sup aai (1.7) is taken over all

positive increasing sequences {xk} and

¿ i ..oo   \q/p      a i ,x   \<<?/»-!

We now turn to the modified Hardy operators Tvf(x) = x~vTf(x). Andersen and

Muckenhoupt have characterized weighted weak type inequalities for these operators

[5]. For tj *£ 0, T f satisfies the following monotonicity condition—T f is nonde-

creasing for nonnegative/—and this allows us to replace weighted Lorentz norms of

Tv f by weighted Lebesgue norms of Tf and Theorems 1-3 can now be used. Indeed,

for f> 0, (2.6) below shows that the Lpq(w) norm of Tnf coincides with the Lq(wv)

norm of Tf where w^x) = x~r,qw(x) and w is as in Theorem 3.

For tj > 0, T does not satisfy the above monotonicity condition and, conse-

quently, weighted Lorentz norms of T^f are harder to deal with (Lebesgue norms of

Tn f are of course equal to weighted Lebesgue norms of Tf ). There is, however, one

case in which a weighted Lorentz norm inequality for £^ /, r/ > 0, can be reduced by

duality to an inequality for an operator satisfying the monotonicity condition. The

case a = oo of the following theorem is contained in [5].
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Theorem 4. Suppose tj > 0 aAid 1 < r *£ min{p, a}. Then

(1.8) IIVIIl"(*)<cII/Hz.'(->   f°rallf>0

if and only if

(1-9) \\s-,,X(x,a0)is)\\L>H»)(f*°l~r')      ^C   forallx>0,

where the second factor on the left side of (1.9) is interpreted as ||X(o,a)ü"III¿,»(c) '/

r= 1.

Note that in the case a = oo, (1.9) becomes

sup     i-"(r.v)''(/"Vr')   ' <C,
0<x^<oo XJx      I        Vy0 /

which is easily seen to coincide with the condition of Andersen and Muckenhoupt in

[5, Theorem 2]. It may be useful to point out that for q < oo,

%x.»)\\h«{») = wf    s~\fw)
q ds_

s

We now give some definitions. If / denotes a measurable function defined on a

measure space (M, p), the distribution function/„, and the nonincreasing rearrange-

ment/* of/with respect to p are given by (see e.g. [4, Chapter V])

his)=\{\f\>s}l=f       dp,   /*(/) = inf{s;/,(s)<i}.

For 0<p<oo, 0 < q< oo, the Lorentz space Lp-q(ß) consists of all functions /

satisfying ||/||L,.„(M) < oo, where

(1.10) L'-Hix)

rit*/p-if*(t)qdt
Jo   P

sup tl/pf*(t)

1/4

for 0 < a < oo,

for a = oo.
r>0

Note that

r.'-'V) £'(iO

l/p

We shall need the following basic relationship between Lp-q and Lp'-q', where

1/p + 1/p' = 1 = \/q + \/q', 1 < p < oo and 1 < q < oo. (See e.g. [2, inequality

(2.3)].)

(1.11) A,-V> * SUP
llillz.»'oo<1

//g4» cil/IL-w
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2. Proofs of theorems.

Proof of Theorem 1. Applying the change of variable t = /„(s) to the right side

of (1.10) and integrating by parts we obtain [2, (2.4)]

(2.1) l'-Hp)

r<p<-%isy/pds
'0

sups/*(s)
j>0

t/q

1/P

for 0 < a < oo,

for a = oo,

(or simply evaluate the two iterated integrals of qsq \q/p)tq/p ' over the set

{(A, s);0 < s <f*(t),0 < t}). We now prove (1.3) => (1.4). Let / be nonnegative on

(0, oo). Then £(x(0.,,/) > lof on [x, œ) and so £(X(0,,)/)*(O > f? w for 0 < { <

¡q f. Inequality (1.3), together with (2.1), yields

(2.2) //-'< u) C-'||£/IL,.,(W)

>c
£(/%)",-*

i/<?

Í')
-'(/»'ir/i-i/»'!^

and (1.4) now follows easily upon using (1.11) for 0 < p, q < oo. The casesp = oo or

a = oo are established by simple modifications of this argument.

Conversely,  fix f>0 in Lr-S(v) and  suppose q^ma\{r,s).  If w ^ 0,  then

/A°° w > 0 for some x > 0 and from (1.4) and (1.11) we have

ff = ffv-'v A/*(C)IIX(0.x)t>    Il A/ •'•(f) < °°-

Thus we can choose xk such that Tf(xk) = /0Vi/= 2k for all & in Z satisfying

2k < /q00 /. We suppose 0 < a < oo, the case q = oo being an easy modification of

the following argument. From (2.1) we have

(2.3)        ||£/||^(„, = a/  sq-\TfUsy/pds<CZ2kq /
•'o ,. \J(Tf>2

q/p

'(Tf>2"}

by (1.11), where

«2(rv«.)'(r

<c2iiAiiy/.'(f)iix«o.,t,«"'iil-,f,(/x

A = X{Xk.lXt)f< CA^\\fk\\qLr,{v) < C4||/||£,,(,

by the following lemma, which is a slight extension of Lemma 2.5 in [2].
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Lemma 1 [2]. LeA (M, ¡x) be a measure space. Suppose q s* maxjr, s) and {Ek} is a

sequence of disjoint measurable subsets of M. Then

(M) ̂ : \\J iIa.'-'(m).
k

a/s

Proof.

(/•OO , \ <

/ (x^/WO^'"'*

'     oc / \ s/t \ q/S

/   [lixEj)Át)q/r)     st^dA

by Minkowski, since a > s

q/s

(Çf*it)s/rsts~}dt)" ' = 11/11?/'«,,    since a > r.

It remains to show that if q < max{r, s), then (1.4) does not imply (1.3). We

consider two cases: a < s and s < a < r. If a < s, set v = 1 on (0, oo) and let w be

such that the product on the left side of (1.4) is identically 1, i.e. w(x) =

(p/r')x-p/r'-\ Let

ftt,ß(x) = x-a(\+\\ogx\yß,

where« = l/randa< \/ß < s. Now if x, = rl/a(l + |logí \Yp/a, thenfaß(x,) ~ t,

so using (2.1),

s/r/•oc. .s/r

\faß\\L-W = 'j       {/«./»>'} <S~]dt

dt
~rx;"t-*dt=r—^—<oo.

J° J°   t(\+\\ogt\f

On the other hand,

Tfaß(x)~x]^(\+\\ogx\yfl

and fory, = tr'(\ + | log t \)ßr', we have Tfaß(y,) « t. Thus

/• oc. q/p

\\Tfttß\\b,(w) = 1Jo   \{Tfaß>t}\w  tq-"dt

\q/p
[     (   ^x-'/'-'dx
Jo   |/>,   r

dt

tp-ldt

Li(l+|logi|)
ßq

OC,

so the weight pair (w, v) satisfies (1.4) but not (1.3).

Finally, if s < q < r, set v(x) = faß(x), where a — 1 and 1 < ß < r/q, and let

w(x) — fy,s(x), where y = p + 1 and ô = ßp/r. Then

I    rx      \ l/P

J    w)       **-'(! H- | log ac I)"-ß/r
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and for s < r we have

IIX(0,.v)«"'llA/-(f) < IIX(0,.v)«"'ll//'(f) =   (/  V""V)

<Cx(\ +|logx|)"A,

so condition (1.4) holds for the weights w, v. With/ = 1 on (0, oo) we have

ll/llA,'(f)=(/o^)ÍA

since ß > 1, while

\\Tf\\h,(w) = qf   \{Tf>t)Ctq
•/ft

< 00

di

i

dt ßq      ,
-= oo    since — < 1,

0    A(l+|log/|)^A

so (1.4), but not (1.3), holds for the weight pair (w, v). This completes the proof of

Theorem 1.

Proof of Theorem 2. Clearly (1.3) holds if the weight pair (w, v) is trivial in the

sense indicated in Theorem 2. Conversely suppose (1.3) holds for some r < 1. Let

F(x) - min(l, v(x)~i/r} and set/a h — X(a.b)F f°r 0 < a < o < oo. Suppose for the

moment that r < s andp < oo. With/ = fa h in (1.3) we obtain, as in (2.2), that

i A
: r =£ s

(2-4) (//)(/» ^cii/-n™

^C\\faJ\Lr(v)^c[iyrvY     since,

< C(b — a)   r   since F(x)rv(x) =£ 1 for all x.

Now divide both sides of (2.4) by (b — a) and let (a, b) shrink to a Lebesgue

point x of F to obtain F(x)(fxx w)]/p < 0, which yields v(x) = oo if /x°° w > 0. If

0 < s < r we can modify the above argument as follows. Let d = inf{jc; /x°° w = 0).

If v is not infinite a.e. on (0, d) then there is a set £ C (0, d) of positive Lebesgue

measure satisfying jE v < oo. Suppose, in order to derive a contradiction, that such a

set £ exists. Let F(x) be as above but set fah = XEn(a.b)F for 0 < a < o < d. Now

choose p such that d< p < 1 and in (2.4) replace \\fa_b\\Lr.s(v) < C\\fa¡b\\L,,v) (which

may fail for s < r) with ||/a,6||^.«(c) < C'\\fah\\LP(v), where C depends on /£u and p

as well as on r and s. Arguing as before we obtain that xE(x)F(x)(¡xx¡ w)x/p «£ 0

whenever x is a Lebesgue point of Xe-F- Since /v°° w > 0 for x < d we conclude that

v = oo a.e. on £. Thus jEv— oo, the desired contradiction. The casep = oo is an

easy adaptation of these arguments and this completes the proof of Theorem 2.

Proof of Theorem 3. In the case q > r > 1, the equivalence of (1.5) and (1.6) is a

special case of Theorem 1. If a > r = 1 the equivalence of (1.5) and (1.6) can be

established by the argument of Theorem 1 (see (2.2) and (2.3)) since the analogue of
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(1.11) holds in this case, i.e.
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(2.5) £.'<„) =        SUP
11*11//•<„>« 1

ffgv f or 1 < r =s oo.

To handle the case 0 < a < r, we first observe that if h is nonnegative and

nondecreasing on (0, oo) then

(2.6) \\h\\qLr,(w) = irh(xyg(xy/p-]w(x)dx,
Ph

where g(x) = /x°° w. This equality is established by evaluating the two iterated

integrals of qsq~\q/p)g(x)q/p~xw(x) over the set {(x, s); 0<s< h(.x), 0 < x}.

Performing the s integration first yields the right side of (2.6), and performing the x

integration first yields the right side of (2.1) since for fixed s, if

x(s) = sup{x; h(x) <s}

then

f T-g^r^v*) dx=g(x(s)y/p = (n w\/p = k(s)
Jx(s)P \Jx(s)    I

1/p

Now suppose (1.5) holds and 0 < q < r. First assume r>\. Fix a positive

increasing sequence ■ • • xk < xk+] ■ ■ ■ and, given a sequence of positive numbers

ak, set f=lkakXko, where Xk = X(x4_„xt) and ° = Ql~r'- Then with w(x) =

(q/p)g(x)q/p~]w(x)we have

(2-7)      \IarkfXko\      =\\2akX

'!/>■
C\\Tf\\l,HwLf-i(w)

'L'(v)

= C1 rTf(x)qg(xy/p']w(x)dx   by (2.6)
PJ0

>ciTf(xkyfk+'^g(xy/''-]w(x)dx

*C?(C/)'(C,#)
cl

k

q/r'

for all sequences {ak) of nonnegative numbers. Since the dual of the sequence space

¡r/q IS Hr/q)\ (2.7) shows that the sequence, whose terms consist of the second factors

[ • • • ] in the final sum above, is in fr/q)'. Since q(r/q)' = p, this proves (1.7). Note

that (1.7) persists even if jXko — oo for some ac since then (1.5) easily implies

i?k w = 0- Finally for r = 1 we modify this argument as follows. Let / = 2t akfk,

where fk is supported in [x^.,, xk]. If now fk is allowed to vary within the unit ball

of L\v), (2.7) and (2.5) yield (1.7) as above.

Now suppose (1.7) holds and 0 < q < r. Fix f> 0 in Lr(v). As in the proof of

Theorem 1 we can choose xk such that Tf(xk) = 2k for all integers k satisfying
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2* < /o00 /. Then (2.6) yields

q
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if Tf(xyg(xy/p-'w(x)dx = i¡k+'
PJ0 k     *k

1 ,

4?W2/XVr«)ir=(4£||/||^(c))</
A     XV

by an application of Holder's inequality with exponents r/q and (r/q)'. Thus (1.5)

holds and this completes the proof of Theorem 3.

Proof of Theorem 4. Let / be nonnegative on (0, oo) and fix x > 0. Since

Tvf(s) > s"70A/fors > x, we have, from (1.8),

(/>-'<> K'xu.ooiii ¿-t.,) < iit;/il^(w) < cii/iir(D).

By duality we obtain

IX(0.jt)ü     ll¿r'(o)lls     X(x,<x)\\lp"(w) ̂ C,

which is (1.9).

Conversely, we begin by noting that (1.8) is equivalent to the dual inequality

(2.8) v-%*(g^)\\L'(v)^C\\g\\LrW{w)   for all g >0,

where T*f(x) = f™ s~1'f(s)ds. Suppose g > 0 and Hglli.#>•.«■(„,) < oo. Consider first

the case r > 1. Provided v ^ oo on (0, oo) we can, as in the proof of Theorem 1,

choose xk  such that f™ s'vg(s)w(s)ds = 2k  for all integers k satisfying 2k <

/0°° s'^gwds.

Then with Xk = XIXk,Xk_,) we have

\V-Xi^)\\Uv)^Cl[J ^gwds
k    W*A

c2llx*gll¿^(H/)!k",'X(,í.oo)(í)IIÍ.Ví(w)rV-''by (l.ii)

C'2llX*glli>«<W)   by (1.9)

C'llgll^'(H)
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by Lemma 1 since r' s* max{p', q'}. Finally for r — 1 we have

l|o',7?(««')IL-(0) < sup||x(o.JC)«-1IU«(c)^(gw)(x)
,v>0

/oc s-"g(sMs)ds

<suPllX(o,.v)u"'ll^(f)lli"r|X(,,oo)(s)llA.'''(H)llgllA.'''v(W)   by (1.11)
x>0

< C||g|lr.^'(W)   by (1.9),

and this completes the proof of Theorem 4.

Remarks. (I) Theorem 3 has a simple analogue in the case r = oo. If 0 < p, q < oo

(where a = oo if p = oo) then

F/IIa.-(h.)^CII/IIl-(u)    for all/>0

if and only if /v°° w = 0 whenever |(/ in [0, x]; v(t) = 0}| is positive and ||A||iM(Wj

< C, where h(x) = x for x > 0.

(II) In the case a = r of Theorem 3, one has A < C < a1/<?(o')l/?/l provided C is

the least constant for which (1.5) holds. These inequalities are sharp. That A < C is

obvious and to obtain the other inequality replace h by Tf in (2.6) and apply

Theorem 1 of [3] (i.e. the equivalence of (1.1) and (1.2) for p = q) to obtain (1.5)

with

C<q^q(qy/q\up(r^g(ty/p-]w(t)dt)]/lf\^q')]/
.x>0 V Jx    P /        Wo /

= a'/"(a')'/^.

To show that this latter inequality is best possible let w(x) = x~p/<*'~ ' and v(x) = 1

so that ,4 in (1.6) equals (p/q')Wp. For S > -I/o define fs(x) = X(o,t)(x)xS> where I

is chosen so that ||/Ä||Z, = 1, i.e. t = (1 + gô)'71^. A computation using (2.6)

shows that

lim   HT/sllz.,^, = (q'/p)X/pq^q(q')X/q' = /tg^a')'7*'.
«--I/?
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